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Newspaper headlines and stories on
our Facebook feeds remind us that our
state’s current budget issues leave little
money available for the repairs that
our roads and bridges desperately
need.
It is even more challenging to find

funding for the new construction and
expansion that is needed to support
economic development and job growth
in West Virginia.
But lawmakers have tools in the tool-

box to help, even in times of budget cri-
sis, which is why it is important that the
legislature take action to allow public-
private partnerships to continue.
In 2008, the West Virginia

Legislature passed the Public-Private
Transportation Facilities Act and
renewed it in 2013. Public-private
partnerships (PPP) change the way
governments repair and construct
roads by allowing state agencies to
join forces with the business sector.
The act allows the West Virginia

Division of Highways to partner with
a private company on the design and
construction of otherwise public trans-
portation facilities.
In that time, the Division of

Highways has utilized the act to help
finance four major initiatives: The
Coalfields Expressway (Mullens
Connector to East County Route 12/1),
the upgrading of a 14-mile section of
US 35 (WV 869 to Mason County
Route 40), a section of Corridor H
(Kerens to US 219 Connector) and the
just-announced Ohio River bridge to
be constructed between Brooke

County and Brilliant, Ohio. Once its
complete, the bridge will cross the
Ohio River, south of Wellsburg, con-
necting Route 2 with Brilliant.
It’s a win-win situation for business

and state government.
Businesses view these projects as

investments as their government part-
ners make payments over an agreed
timetable. Public-private partnerships
save states money because instead of
building a road in several pieces over
many years and being affected by
increased construction and material
costs, the project can be completed in a
shorter span of time with little effect
from inflation.
Our state’s residents also win

because strong infrastructure helps pro-
vide communities with additional eco-
nomic development opportunities that
are just as needed as the roads that are
built to drive them.
The Public-Private Transportation

Facilities Act was amended by the

Legislature in 2013 to extend the time
during which the Division of
Highways may enter into comprehen-
sive agreements with developers until
June 30, 2017. It is important to call
upon lawmakers to end the current
sunset provision.
The completion of Route 2 and I-68

are significant priorities if our region is
to reach its full economic potential.
But the scarcity of funding has left
these two projects on the backburner
for far too long.
As our state continues to search for

economic growth, it only makes sense
that we keep our highways officials
equipped with every available tool to
develop our transportation infrastruc-
ture to attract business.
The Route 2 and I-68 expansions are

perfect examples of projects that can
attract industry and foster economic
success by improving access to the
shale-rich regions of northern West
Virginia.

Our welcome signs may state:
“Open for Business,” but how open to
business can we be if we don’t allow
for these important public-private
partnerships to continue, especially as
they relate to building a foundation
that is vital for growth? How wel-
coming is it to travel over roads that
are falling apart or to be allowed to
go only so far before reaching the end
of the road?
Opportunity for growth and to save

our struggling infrastructure is slip-
ping through the many cracks of our
battered roads and bridges. We owe it
to ourselves to continue these impor-
tant partnerships. We need our law-
makers to keep the toolbox open.

Charles Clements is the executive
director of the Route 2 and I-68
Authority. Clements served in the West
Virginia House of Delegates from
1996-2000 and was appointed as a
member of Gov. Earl Ray Tomblin’s
Blue Ribbon Commission in 2012.
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The week that was belonged to
Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton.
Now it’s the week to come that counts.
Clinton and Trump scored primary

sweeps in five Northeast states that
have denser and more diverse popula-
tions than previous primary states.
Clinton trounced Bernie Sanders in
four states, with Sanders scoring a
decisive win in Rhode Island. The
trend of Clinton winning urban areas
and Sanders the rural ones continued
to hold.
After Tuesday, the Republican front-

runner is running a bit further out
front. While Trump was projected to
win last Tuesday, he surprised several
analysts by collecting more delegates
than expected. In terms of delegates
gained and his percentage of the votes,
Trump enjoyed a five-state romp. He
won every county in Pennsylvania,
Delaware and Maryland. Ohio Gov.
John Kasich won solid margin victo-
ries in counties in Connecticut and
Rhode Island, though losing each
state. Ted Cruz won nada.
Clinton has won 90 percent of the

delegates necessary for the
Democratic nomination, and Trump
has won 79 percent of the delegates
required for the Republican nomina-
tion. Predictably, Clinton and Trump

are spinning their substantial victories
as “It’s all over but the shouting.”
However, their opponents are not

giving up — with reason. The next
primaries are in states with less
diverse, more uniform populations of
whites and youth that do not favor
Clinton and Trump — namely Indiana,
Nebraska, West Virginia, Kentucky,
Oregon and Washington. But they will
get their share of delegates.
Then, there is the June 7 slam-bang

ending to the primary season with the
blockbuster delegate state of
California, plus Montana, New Jersey,
New Mexico, North Dakota and South
Dakota. Sanders is adamant that voters
in late-voting states deserve a choice.
Clinton and the public seem to agree,
though Trump does not. He wants it
over, and is calling himself “the pre-
sumptive nominee.”
Potential surprises lurk like land-

mines in this highly unusual nominat-
ing contest. While Clinton and Trump
are within a few feet of their magic
numbers mathematically, the history
books are filled with stories of a con-
tender who overtook a leading candi-
date in the final stretch. The Chicago
Tribune recently wrote about the run-
away front-runner William Seward,
who lost in a stunning upset to
Abraham Lincoln at the 1860
Republican convention.
With the late-voting states possibly

favoring one of his opponents, Trump
can still fall short of clinching the
nomination. Politico calls the May 3
Indiana primary “critical.” The
respected Capitol Hill tabloid added,
“If Trump doesn’t carry the state (he)
would require a near-sweep of
California — a tall task with 53 inde-
pendent congressional district elec-
tions.”
I like Nate Silver, the Chicago

data-cruncher of baseball pennant
races and elections, who correctly
predicted all 50 states in 2012, a
record matched by, well, no one.
Despite recent polls that show Trump
leading Cruz in Indiana, Silver fore-
casts Cruz has a 53 percent chance of
winning the Indiana primary; Trump
garners only 45 percent.

Cruz is taking no chances. He
doubtless looked at Trump’s abysmal
standing with women before choosing
former Hewlett-Packard CEO Carly
Fiorina of California as his running
mate this week past.
It was Fiorina who got in one of the

few telling jabs at Trump during the
Republican debates. Trump had insult-
ed Fiorina — “Look at that face!
Would anyone vote for that?” — and
attempted to back out of it. Fiorina
won “thunderous” applause by jabbing
back, “I think women all over this
country heard very clearly what Mr.
Trump said.” Indeed, they did.
Trump has made a second career of

insulting women. A Huffington Post
poll finds Trump to be the most dis-
liked candidate among Republican
women. He is in the sub-basement —
nearly half of Republican women can’t
imagine voting for Trump. While one
analyst thinks Cruz’s picking a veep is
a sign of weakness, I believe it
improves Cruz’s chances among
Hoosier women voters unwilling to
submit and crown a misogynistic
Trump.
Little has been said about how Cruz

and Trump forge their campaign strate-
gies. They are in the forefront among
candidates in choosing media experts

who use scientific findings on human
decision-making.
According to Politico, Cruz hired a

company owned by his biggest donor
that produces “psychographics,” or data
pictures of voters who fall into “six key
personality types.” Trump’s primary
success, says Forbes magazine, can be
explained by neuroscience (or neuro-
marketing), which targets voter’s sub-
conscious emotions.
For all that, the difference between

New York and Indiana may not be so
much a matter of 21st-century cam-
paign voodoo as it is the difference
between the more liberal Northeast and
the more conservative Midwest. Cruz
stands to lose far more votes by refer-
ring — in basketball-crazy Indiana —
to a basketball hoop as a “ring” than he
stands to lose votes to Trump’s market-
tested insults.
Indiana is now a critical state in the

2016 race for the Republican nomina-
tion. If Cruz wins there, California will
very likely be the kingmaker. Next
week looms large.

Donna Brazile is a senior
Democratic strategist, a political com-
mentator and contributor to CNN and
ABC News, and a contributing colum-
nist to Ms. Magazine and O, the Oprah
Magazine.

Coming week looms large in race for presidential nomination
DONNA
BRAZILE

ABC NEWS/CNN

Donald Trump’s supporters all use
the same words to describe his appeal:
He’s real. He’s authentic. He tells it like
it is.
That has never been true. Trump’s

always been a performer: an actor play-
ing a character who seems authentic.
But that’s not the same as actually
being authentic.
Now Trump’s chief adviser — and

the Trumpster himself — have con-
firmed that essential fact. His campaign
is all an act, a reality show, “The
Apprentice 2.” Except the catch phrase
is not “You’re fired!” It’s “I’m hired!”
That adviser, Paul Manafort, told a

closed-door meeting of Republican
officials: “The part he’s been playing is
evolving into the part of that you’ve
been expecting, but he wasn’t ready for
it because he had the first phase. You’ll
start to see more depth to the person,
the real person. You’ll see him in a dif-
ferent way.”
Get past the garbled syntax, and

Manafort’s meaning is clear. Trump has
been playing a part. Now that the
Republican nomination is within reach,
he’ll be “evolving” — assuming a new
role, a new identity, for a new season.
Coming soon to a football stadium,

TV screen or digital platform near you!
“TheApprentice 3”!
If you think we’re being unfair, listen

to Trump himself speaking at a rally in
Bridgeport, Connecticut. In a rare
moment of candor, he admitted what
his campaign is really all about. It’s
entertainment. It’s showtime!
“Being presidential is easy,” he said.

“It’s much easier than what I have to
do. Up here, I have to rant and rave and
keep you people going, or else you’re
going to fall asleep on me, right?”
Manafort — perhaps unwittingly —

reinforced Trump’s point that as per-
former, as entertainer, only one goal
matters: Keep ’em amused. Keep ’em
awake. Keep ’em wanting more.
“When he’s out on the stage,”

Manafort said of Trump, “when he’s
talking about the kinds of things he’s
talking about on the stump, he’s pro-

jecting an image that’s for that pur-
pose.”
Keeping folks amused and awake is a

legitimate goal for a performer, but not
for a president. For a president — or
presidential candidate — Trumpism
reeks of cynicism and deceit.
Let’s be clear. Acting and perform-

ance skills are an essential part of the
modern presidency. If presidents cannot
communicate their ideas and energize
their supporters, they cannot lead and
cannot succeed.
Ronald Reagan was once asked what

it was like to be an actor in the White
House, and he replied, “How can a
president not be an actor?”
He was right about that. But Reagan

used his immense experience as a per-

former to advance a core set of ideas
that could be reduced to six words:
smaller government, lower taxes,
stronger defense. Whether you agreed
with him or not, you knew what
Reagan believed and where he stood.
Trump is very different. He has no

core principles except for one: to glori-
fy himself. Trump the Star! Trump the
Brand! If he’s selling steaks or slogans,
if he’s wooing voters or customers, it’s
all the same. Rant and rave if you have
to. Just keep ’em buying — whatever
you’re selling.
Trump is very good at what he does.

He’s a successful salesman because he
senses what people want, and gives it to
them.
“Donald Trump is a performer,” says

David Axelrod, who advised Barack
Obama. “That doesn’t take away from
the fact that he has incredible instincts
about where people’s vulnerabilities are
— but at the end of the day, he’s a per-
former.”
Henry Briggs, writing for the website

Mainline Media News, said of Trump:
“His ‘shtick’ as performer is not singing
or acting or stand-up comedy. It’s
understanding an audience’s emotions
and reflecting them back. And he is
superb at that. Unfortunately he reflects
their anger and hate, not aspiration and
hope.”
This is the dilemma now facing

Team Trump. The role he played on
“The Apprentice 2” was to reflect and
articulate the “anger and hate”

expressed by a plurality — but not a
majority — of Republican primary vot-
ers. And it worked, in part because his
Republican foes were so feeble and
feckless.
In the new season of “The

Apprentice 3,” he will take on a new
role — “being presidential” — while
ranting and raving enough to keep his
core followers happy. It may work
again, although with two-thirds of all
voters disliking him, the odds are not
good.
But the New Trump is just like the

Old Trump. An actor playing a part.
There’s nothing real about him.

Steve and Cokie Roberts can be con-
tacted by email at
stevecokie@gmail.com.
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